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Abstract. New challenges of urban transport are connected to sustainability, the growing urban population globally, life quality and quality of urban environment, reduction of pollution and energy consumption. Sustainable urban mobility is no more dependent only on passenger transport efficiency, but also on transport accessibility of commuting services, acceptable level of comfort, safety and security of urban public transport and many more. Although a huge amount of data are available from modern communication services, the question of how to use those big data efficiently to improve urban mobility is unknown. Positive changes of mobility attitudes and travel behavior of citizens are going slowly, which means that personal motivation do not follow big data availability. This motivation is dependent on quality of public transport offer and services, among which information services are suspected to play a crucial role. Modern ICT methods of transport information delivery are based on Internet and social media, which through commonly used mobile devices are available at every stage of journey. In this article authors try, based on the pilot survey, to check how young Krakow citizens use social media in every day travels and commuting. The overall goal of the author’s study is to answer the question: how to use big data coming from ICT in order to upgrade urban transport sustainability.

1 Introduction

Number of people living in urban areas is growing every year. According to the forecast by the United Nations it is expected that in 2050 more than 70 % of the world population will be living in cities [13]. Cities and urban areas get extended forming their structure to allow resident to find proper circumstances for living, working, educating, business and social life. All this daily duties and needs force people to travel and to change places. They have to move inside the city, but also between cities and villages in the immediate area, around the country and in the world. People, society and economy become on one hand transportation dependent, but on the other hand, they are more and more aware of the threads generated by transport. The problem of making transport sustainable have been discussed at local, European and global level. The development of sustainable mobility and
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transport, which will provide efficient, safe, effective transportation options and, at the same time, ensure economic development of urban areas and access to them, improvement of life quality and environmental protection and are widely formulated in European documents. The solutions, proposed among others in White Paper (2001) [24] and Green Paper (2007) [9], are perceived in a more accessible, intelligent, safe and reliable urban transport, where the share of walking, cycling and urban public transport will increase. Moreover, the vision of a competitive and sustainable transport system and the need to support integrated mobility while achieving the target of reducing emissions by 60% has been highlighted in the White Paper (2011) [25].

This challenges rely on how to make services more efficient and competitive, reduce congestion, decrease dependence on automobile, number of single occupant vehicle travels and improve communities and living conditions [12, 26, 27, 4, 5]. It is generally understood that better modal split, with high share of public transport can bring a relief and help cities to became more movable. Under this context, urban public transport is obliged to not only retain existing users but to attract new users. One of the way to achieve this goal is public transport integration and innovation [29].

The idea of integration is about the pursuit of synergy and removal of barriers [14], creation of tools for assuring continuity of journey from door to door [10]. Integration is a process carried out within a local (urban) transport system in conjunction with the systems of extended range, including combination of movements by various modes of transport [6] and combined impact on different levels: spatial, constructional, organizational, economic, financial as well as informational [18]. The level of information availability at any stage of travel is crucial.

In the article authors try, based on the survey, to answer the question whether young Krakow citizens use and appreciate, or are addicted to, social media in every day travels and commuting. The main question is how to use such a big data coming from ICT to upgrade urban transport sustainability.

2 Literature review

Numerous studies explore various aspects of travel experience. Some researchers used to compare the level of passengers’ preferences with assessment of passenger’s satisfaction, formulating the existing gap [19] and showing public transport quality features that should be improved. Many other studies [29, 30] showed that transport information is one of that features, that significantly improve user satisfaction and can increase public transit ridership.

It is difficult to overestimate the role of travel information, not only static but real-time transit information, in particular [21]. Traditionally, transport operators have offered to passengers static transportation timetables and online journey planners based on static data or on its real-time counterparts. Even static information are useful for passengers and help them overcome problems of uncertainty, unpredictability and anxiety before, during and after their by means of public transport [11]. The main role of passenger information is to make it easier for travelers to access services offered by public transport organizers and to increase the use these services. The information system must be legible and tailored to all potential public transport users [3]. Planning a journey with the use of the available (traditional or modern) sources of information about the routes and timetables of communication lines passenger easily decide if he can make his move by means of public transport, at what time and at what cost. This information allows the user to largely reduce uncertainty and discomfort due to the risk of not achieving the destination on time. Information available during travel is especially appreciated by unfamiliar travelers [17], although they have a great potential to facilitate travel for habitual ones as well. This kind
of information refers to wayfinding, transferring and ticketing and can reduce stress and confusion. Negative experiences during first travel are considered by many to be a great barrier to mode shift [22]. The first trip therefore represent a potential window of transition from habitual travel to establishment a new travel behaviors. Public transport services that cater for unfamiliar users may also encourage car users to make a mode shift to transit [16]. Last stage of passenger travel demands information on how to reach his ultimate destination (directional signs with important places), possibility of return journey, stop environment (correctly marked exit roads, city map).

Introduction of interactive information systems with real-time passenger information is a promising solution. The proliferation of mobile Wi-Fi and the increasing prevalence of smartphones shift the focus strongly on mobile passenger information systems realized as smartphones app [15]. This way, on the one hand, passengers are offered the opportunity of easy and instant information access [20] and on the other hand they become addicted to these facilitative applications [15]. Crucial for the success of these services are their quality in terms of comprehensiveness and completeness of provided information and usability for passengers. The constant improvement of their functionalities and monitoring user preferences helps to meet passengers’ expectations [1, 2]. Additional functionalities embrace among others: pedestrian navigation in multi-modal routing service [28], check availability of bikes at the corresponding station [23], current passenger position to continuously guide them during their trip by providing highly contextual and highly personalized information [23].

3 Survey and its result

3.1 Method, participant and procedure

Survey questionnaire was elaborated as a pilot one within Cost Action TU1305 – Social Networks and Travel Behavior. It consists of over 40 questions referring, most of all, to social media, their understanding and usage among young generation and a few of them to characterize respondent himself (e.g. his age, gender, role at the university). The aim of this pre-test made in Cracow survey is to learn what is the impact of Information and Communication Technologies on social activities and travel.

The poll was carried out in written among 82 students of Cracow University of Technology who studied at Faculty of Civil Engineering. The responding group (82 students), aged 20-25, both female (56.8%) and male (46.2%), in majority of over 90% possessed a driving license and also had a public transport pass.

The data were collected in December 2016, than statistically analyzed and evaluated.

3.2 Results

The first important evaluation was related to the current state of what kind of ICT and electronic devices students have and how frequently do they use them. Among seven different ICT devices, two of them occurred to be possessed by majority of students and also very frequently used, namely laptops and smartphones (Figure 1). Another devices, like desktops, tablets, cellphones and game consoles are neither possessed nor frequently used in this group of respondents in Poland. This result suggests that engineering students are less interested in ICT devices which are produced for fun and entertainment, but rather use multifunctional laptops and smartphones everyday.

Students were also asked to rank by order of importance four transport modes which they used during the week before the survey, namely: walking, biking, car (as a driver or a
passenger) and public transport (including combination of car, bus, tram, train, taxi etc.). The results are presented in Figure 2, where the difference between weekdays and weekends is visible, showing increased use of car during weekend, while during weekdays the public transport use is predominant (86.4% of all declared trips were made using public transport).

Next part of analysis concerns reasons which most often influence the Polish students use of web/apps before their travel to the activity. The results of this analysis are summarized in Figure 3. Most often (every time or almost all times and the majority of times) students use web/apps to search for PT schedules (over 75%) and to check for the best mode or route to go (57%). Less frequent (only sometimes or half of times or never) students declared they use ICT before travel to keep updated about travel conditions, and hardly ever to buy ticket (over 40% declared they never do, which is explained with their declared possession of PT travel pass. Students are also not very often using ICT to call taxi and to reserve a shared car (less than 5% always do, while over 40% never).

![Fig. 1. Percentage of Polish students response on the question: What ICT and electronic devices do you have and how frequently do you use them?](image1)

![Fig. 2. Ranks by order of importance (%) of the transport options used by students to travel to social activities during weekdays and during weekends.](image2)
The results are presented in Figure 2, where the difference between weekdays and weekends is visible, showing increased use of car during weekend, while during weekdays the public transport use is predominant (86.4% of all declared trips were made using public transport).

Next part of analysis concerns reasons which most often influence the Polish students use of web/apps before their travel to the activity. The results of this analysis are summarized in Figure 3. Most often (every time or almost all times and the majority of times) students use web/apps to search for PT schedules (over 75%) and to check for the best mode or route to go (57%). Less frequent (only sometimes or half of times or never) students declared they use ICT before travel to keep updated about travel conditions, and hardly ever to buy ticket (over 40% declared they never do, which is explained with their declared possession of PT travel pass. Students are also not very often using ICT to call taxi and to reserve a shared car (less than 5% always do, while over 40% never).

Another interesting results reviled the answers to the question why Polish students use ICT (mail, sms, telephone calls, chat, social media, internet, smartphone apps) in their social activities during the trip (see Figure 4). There are several reasons to use ICT during the trip, also there are different frequencies of using ICT for each purpose. The most often reason is to keep friends posted, while making phone-calls and posting on social networks received similar ranks, showing the largest group (34.6%) of those who declared never doing it. This results show that students are mainly using ICT during their trips to contact their social group with short messages, not especially related to the trip they do.
Fig. 5. Students opinion on how useful are ICT for transportation and how much ICT influence their travels to social activities (% of agreement to usefulness).

The last analysis presented in this study relates to the student’s evaluation on how useful for transportation purposes are ICT and how much do they think ICT influence travels to social activities. Those results are presented in Figure 5.

Nearly 80% of Polish students confirmed usefulness of ICT for transportation (strongly agree and agree that ICT is useful), while only less than 10% of respondents think that it is not useful, which is shown in the left part of Figure 5. Also the assessment of ICT influence on personal trips (presented on the right side of Fig. 5) met high agreement of majority of students. 34.6% of students strongly agree with the statement that ICT strongly influence their travels to social activities and another group of 38.3% agree with it. This result confirm the hypothesis, that ICT use is very popular among young people and that it influence their transport behavior.

4 Conclusions

While we are facing the rapid growth of ICT based methods and ways of providing information, and at the same time the availability of all mobile devices, Internet, social media is spreading from day to day, there is still no systematic knowledge on how to use efficiently those information systems to upgrade the quality of urban transport and mobility in our cities. This study was designed and conducted in order to collect the first research-based know-how on how big data related to public transport are used by young citizens and how this use may upgrade the quality of urban transport. The results presented in this article are based on the pilot survey completed by students in Krakow, Poland. The general research aim was to answer the question how to use such a big data coming from ICT in order to upgrade urban transport sustainability.

The first research question was to check whether young Krakow citizens use and appreciate, or whether they are addicted to the use of social media in every day travels and commuting. As majority of students have and also very frequently use laptops and smartphones, it is easy to conclude that those ICT devices should be developed toward wide implementation of transport information.

The second interesting result from this study is related to classification of four transport modes which young people use during the weekdays and during weekends in urban area of Krakow, namely: walking, biking, car (as a driver or a passenger) and public transport (including combination of car, bus, tram, train, taxi etc.). The analysis showed that public transport is essential in urban mobility of students. It may be concluded that this group of
transport users will be open to the wide use of modern ICT based information, forcing
development of innovating passenger information.

Another conclusion from this study is related to the future of social media and ICT use
in relation to travel behavior. The study showed that there is a wide range of reasons and
goals for young generation to use innovating passenger information before and during their
travel. This conclusion is very promising for the future of ICT and big data involvement in
upgrading quality of urban mobility, although does not explain how to use the big data
efficiently.

Further study is needed in order to find out what should be done in the nearest future to
develop such an innovating passenger information that will lead to building sustainable
urban transport system through the user’s behavior change.

In current research it is being underlined that digital/electronic devices and interactive
services create a unique, enjoyable and meaningful user experience [8; 31], and are
changing image public transportation service as modern and focused on fulfillment of
passengers’ satisfaction [15]. Passenger are usually open to new, modern and innovative
services and involve themselves in spreading this solutions by sharing information on all
advantages and improvements in their private life via social media. Among the young
generation, the car and its ownership cease to be trendy and determinant of ownership [7].
They prefer to travel by means of public transport and stay connected via social media with
their friends and acquaintances.

This work was made in frame of the L3/236/2016/DS. Research at Politechnika Krakowska
as a research Partner of the COST Action TU1305 in 2015-2017. The survey was developed
and conducted as a pilot study in Krakow, Poland, based on the pilot questionnaire of the
running research of the TU1305 COST project “Social Networks and Travel Behavior”.
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